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श्रेयान्स्वधर्मो विगुण: परधर्मात्स्वनुष्ठितात् |
स्वधर्मे निधनं श्रेय: परधर्मो भयावह: ||
bhagavad giita 3:35
Meaning:
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tinged
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one’s

with
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duty,

even
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to

though

perfectly. In fact, it is preferable to die in the discharge
of one’s duty, rather than to follow the path of another,
which is fraught with danger.

sanghacaalaka sandesha
In this verse, the word dharma has been used four times.

dharma

is

It is more enjoyable to be ourselves than to pretend to be someone else.

a word commonly used in the Hindu context. But it is the most elusive

The duties born of our nature can be easily performed with the stability of

word to translate into the English language. Terms like righteousness,

mind.

good conduct, duty, noble quality, etc. only describe an aspect of its
meaning, not its scope of meaning in entirety. dharma comes from
the

root

word

dhRi,

which

means

dhaaraNa

karane

yogya,

or

“responsibilities, duties, thoughts, and actions that are appropriate
for us.” For example, the dharma of fire is to emit energy in the form
of light and heat. It is like the central law of our being.

The prefix sva means “the self.” Thus, sva-dharma is our personal
dharma, which is the dharma applicable to our context, situation,
maturity, and profession, position, and stage in life. This svadharma
can

change

as

our

context

in

life

changes,

and

as

we

grow

It

is

time

we

take

pride

in

asserting

our

indic-origin

words

as

originally intended in their full phonetic glory. If they must be expressed
using the limited phonetic capability of the English script, then at least
appropriate phonetic transliteration attempts must be effected! Simply
ignoring the issue, or doing what the English did, even today, is indeed

परधर्मो भयावह:’, fraught with danger!

‘

The duties of others may seem attractive from a distance and we may
think of switching, but that is a risky thing to do. If they conflict with our
nature, they will create disharmony in our senses, mind, and intellect. This
will be detrimental to our consciousness and will hinder our progress as a

spiritually. By asking arjuna to follow his svadharma, bhagavAn shrii

swayamsevaka/sevikaa

on

the

path

of

sangaThana.

bhagavAn

shrii

kRiSNa is instructing him to follow his profession, and not change it

kRiSNa emphasizes this point dramatically by saying that it is better to die

influenced by someone else’s.

in the faithful performance of one’s duty than to be in the unnatural
position of doing another’s duty.

As a bhaaratiiya, in contemporary times, regardless of where we are,
one important righteous duty of our svadharma is to free our intellect
of the shackles of intellectual colonialism, which still has an invisible
but strong control on our psyche. Many of us think little of our indic
mother-tongues, (be it hindii, maraaThii, telugu, tamiLa, kannaDa,
gujaraatii

or

other)

almost

belittle

it,

neglect

it,

and

turn

a

convenient blind eye to it being ill-treated by the imposition of a
foreign script to express it and its words.

Many of us still revel in a pseudo-ego and superiority complex of
being expressive in the English language than our mother-tongue or
native

language.

There

is

nothing

wrong

with

having

a

good

Therefore, the first duty we must adhere to is to learn, practice and
express ourselves clearly, succinctly, beautifully in our mother tongue!
Take steps to ensure it thrives on our next generations, starting from our
own family. If it does not thrive in our next generation then, even if
unwittingly, we would be accomplices to the crime of maatRu-hatyaa!
Beware! saavadhaana!

Secondly, it is in our interest to learn the various methods and schemes
available for the transliteration of indic words in the English script and
adopt one that is suitable. It is necessary in contemporary times as this

command of the English language, but not at the cost of totally

(English) is still a largely popular and accepted script and language in

sacrificing our natural bhaaratiiya mother-tongue and samskRita the

many

unifier medium. We go out of our way to box the elephant in a

excellence; let it shine through in our languages expression too, be it

match-box

English or indic!

language
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English
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meaning
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other

example;
word
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countries.

We

are

heirs,

messengers,

and

ambassadors

of

loosely

dharma

as

religion. How can the word dharma (elephantine and over-arching in

Extending best wishes for the new Gregorian Calendar year 2022 and
the upcoming sankraanti utsav to you all,

its scope of understanding) be trapped into the match-box (limited
meaning of) the English word ‘religion’? This, and such, is sacrilege;
committed by us in ignorance and apathy, almost daily. Using the
English script to spell an indic-origin word, without due importance
given to its phonetic authenticity while spelling and scripting it, is
tantamount to such sacrilege too!

yours in service,
nihaal agar
sanghacaalaka,
HSS-Sydney

HSS Sydney

Calendar 2022
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dasha namaskaara
– vishwa dharma ke paricaayak
praatah smaraNiiya; a term often heard from our elders, parents, and
teachers; is a custom instilled at a very young age; that which literally means
“something or someone to be thought of or remembered first thing in the
morning”. This was introduced as a (daily) nitya-niyamit practice of early
morning puujaa paaTha, prayers, with the belief that thinking of or
remembering such people, personalities or energy forms will fill our day with
positivity and inspiration.
vandaniiya mausijii (shriimati lakshmiibaii keLkar), the founder of raaSTra
sevikaa samiti, in her pravaas to mahaaraaSTra praant came across the
‘dasha namaskaara stotra’ recited by a sevikaa and was profoundly
affected by its significance and importance as a dainandika or everyday
inclusion in our daily lives. Hence this was introduced as praataH smaraNiiya
stotra for raaSTra sevikaa samiti.
Originally in maraaThii folk style metre called ‘ovii’, the dasha namaskaara
are salutations to the panca mahaabhuuta, five primordial elements, and
other entities that affect and govern our very existence, both suukSma
(microscopic) and sthuula (macroscopic). Initially sung in maraaThii, they
were later translated into samskRita for propagation across bhaarat.

On vandaniiya mausijii’s janma divas (birthday) which is also observed as
‘sankalpa divas’, the vishwa vibhaag Tolii took the sankalpa (proper and
complete decision) to spread the importance and significance of dasha
namaskaara across all shakhas, worldwide. The abhiyaan (campaign) is to
understand the true and deep-rooted, universally applicable meaning behind
these shlokas and not just the surficial understanding of the words.
Thus, the vishwa vibhaag abhiyaan of ‘dasha namaskaara - vishwa dharma
ke paricaayak’ was conceptualized by the collective efforts of maananiiya
smt. umaajii vaidya – scholar and professor in samskRita, maaananiiya Dr.
raamjii vaidya and maananiiya Dr. raajendrajii bhaave - both scholars in
samskRita and both HSS vishwa vibhaag saha-samyojakas. The recent
pandemic forced us to go inwards, pause and rethink our lifestyles and
realize the importance and effectiveness of the hinduu lifestyle which
includes worship of nature, shaktii, a kinetic form, and centrifugal inertia,
shiva, the static form. On the world environment day, vishwa paryaavaraNa
divas, 06 June 2021, dasha namaskaara sheds light on and emphasises the
eco-friendly hinduu lifestyle, hinduu jiivana paddhati.
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dasha namaskaara
१. प्रथमो नो नमस्कारः, प्रचोदनाय मित्राय, नमस्तेजोगोलकाय ||
prathamo no namaskaaraH, prachodanaaya mitraaya,
namastejogolakaaya ||

my first salutation, to the ever-inspiring friend,
i salute the radiantly spherical body: the sun!
२. द्वितीयो नो नमस्कार:, विशालाऽकाशतत्वाय, नम ॐकारनादाय ||
dvitiiyo no namaskaaraH, vishaala aakaashatatvaaya,
nama AUMkaara naadaaya ||

my second salutation, to the illumined expanse, the sky-space,
the carrier of the primordial sound energy: OM!
३. तृतीयो नो नमस्कार:, तस्मै वायवे देवाय, नम: स्पर्श-तन्मात्राय ||
tRutiiyo no namaskaaraH, tasmai vaayave devaaya,
namaH sparsha-tanmaatraaya ||

my third salutation, to the deity of wind, air
i salute the primordial essence of touch/feel!
४. चतुर्थो नो नमस्कार:, तस्मै वरुणदेवाय, नमो जगत्पोषकाय ||
caturtho no namaskaaraH, tasmai varuNadevaaya,
namo jagatpoSakaaya ||

my fourth salutation, to the deity of water bodies,
i salute the nourisher of manifest life entities!
५. पञ्चमो नो नमस्कार:, रत्नगर्भायै धारिण्यै, नम आधारभूतायै ||
pancamo no namaskaaraH, ratnagarbhaayai dhaariNyai,
nama aadhaarabhuutaayai ||

my fifth salutation, to the gem-bearer womb,
i salute the support of all manifest entities on earth!

continued...
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dasha namaskaara
६. षष्ठो नो नमस्कार:, अस्यै भारतजनन्यै, स्वाभिमानप्रतिमायै ||
SaSTho no namaskaaraH, asyai bhaaratajananyai, svaabhimaanapratimaayai ||

my sixth salutation, to this motherland of bhaarata,
the personification of my self-respect!
७. सप्तमो नो नमस्कार:, जननी-जनकाभ्याम्, नम: स्नेहप्रेरकाभ्याम् ||
saptamo no namaskaaraH, jananiijanakaabhyaam, namaH sneha prerakaabhyaam ||

my seventh salutation, to parents, mother and father,
i salute them both for inspiring love and friendship within me!
८. अष्टमो नो नमस्कार:, अस्मै विद्यादायकायै, आत्मज्ञानबोधकाय ||
aSTamo no namaskaaraH, asmai vidyaa daayakaayai, aatma dnyaana bodhakaaya ||

my eighth salutation, to all those who granted me wisdom,
and thereby illumined me with the knowledge of the self!
९. नवमो नो नमस्कार:, ब्रह्मरूपदेहस्थाय, मूर्तभाव चैतन्याय ||
navamo no namaskaaraH, brahmaruupa dehasthaaya, muurtabhaava caitanyaaya ||

my ninth salutation, to my body the seat form of brahman, (the singular ultimate
consciousness) the personification and experience of the life-force!
१०. दशमो नो नमस्कार:, दिव्याय दिग्मण्डलाय, पुरोमार्ग दर्शकाय ||
dashamo no namaskaaraH, divyaaya digmaNDalaaya, puromaarga darshakaaya ||

my tenth salutation, to the divine maNDala of directions (10),
that which illumines the path forward!
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UNIVERSAL HINDUTVA: THE
ETERNAL HINDU RASHTRA
BY DR. MANMOHANJI VAIDYA

As per Hindu thought, ‘raaShTra’ means people. It does not mean just the headcount of individuals
living on a specific piece of land but their mindset, attitude towards life, relationship with nature and
the universe, approach towards history and tradition, etc. In short, all things form and impact the
entire society.

All the people living on this great land of bhaarat, from the himaalayas to the Indian Ocean, despite
having diverse languages, castes, deities, ways of worship, food habits, costumes, etc., have the same
approach towards life, ideals, nature, society and the entire humanity. For thousands of years, this
approach has been cultivated and practiced as a culture that binds the society together. This
bonding makes it a ‘raaShTra’. The main reason for inherent unity expressed in diversity forms the
spirituality-based integral and holistic worldview that is the hallmark of bhaarat and bhaaratiiyata.
Due to this spiritual churning, the same spirit lies in everything that is manifested in diverse forms, to
all bhaaratiiyas. ishavasyam idam sarvam, which means everything animate or inanimate that is within
the universe is the manifestation of the same Spirit (chaitanya). Seeing inherent unity in apparent
diversity forms the core of our belief system. Therefore, diversity does not mean ‘difference’ for us. This
‘unity expressed in terms of diversity' cannot be elucidated by the Western concept of ‘plurality’.
Plurality essentially believes in differences that somehow, must be made, to coexist with each other
while as per bhaaratiiya thinking harmony and unity amidst diversity, is dharma or way of life. Thus, the
fundamental disconnect between the Western and bhaaratiiya thought is that while the former strives
for ‘all are one’, the later organically believes in ‘all is one’.

The practical manifestation of this thought is the way bhaarat deals with things, people, processes or
ideologies that are different from its own. bhaarat does not regard differences as hostility. She does
not regard the ‘other’ as an enemy. That is why without the use of force or violence, she peacefully
accommodates all with respect and provides space for their existence and growth, thereby forming
one great all-inclusive raaShTra that is greater than the sum-total of its parts. This noble virtue of
acceptance and accommodation is at the heart of bhaaratiiya philosophy and way of life and has
made bhaarat what it is – unique, unparalleled and all-encompassing. The obvious corollary of this
core spiritual thinking is that there can be many ways to reach God and all are equal and true.
Precisely based on this, swaami vivekaananda could firmly assert in the Chicago World Parliament,
“We believe not only in universal toleration, but we accept all religions as true. I am proud to belong
to a nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all religions and all nations of the
earth.”

Another important aspect of this integral thinking is the belief that human existence consists of body,
mind, intellect, and soul. The human soul (aatma) is an expression of the Supreme Soul (caitanya), that
is expressed in the form of an individual. Realizing the full potential of the human spirit enables one to
be one with the Supreme Spirit, which is nothing but mukti or mokSha, the ultimate goal of life.

The writer, Dr. Manmohanji Vaidya, is the saha-sarkaaryavaah of RSS. (This article is a
translation of the original article in maraaThii titled “bhaarataachii raaShTriiyataa”);
September 07, 2021, Organiser Weekly.
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MUSIC THERAPY IN
DIFFERENT WALKS
OF LIFE
Music is a universal language. It influences all levels of human existence.
It is a medium for communication, which can be both a pleasant and healing experience.
Music is basically a ‘Sound or naada’ generating particular vibrations, which moves through the medium of ether
present in the atmosphere and affects the human body. Music is an intrinsic part of every culture in the world. In
India, schools such as yoga and tantra equate naada brahman, the primordial sound “AUM”, with the Absolute.
The primacy of music, and sound, was acknowledged even in the West.
Musical activities stimulate the development of every area of the brain. Different genres
of music have different effects on the mind. In India, raaga cikitsaa was an ancient manuscript,
which dealt with the therapeutic effects of raaga. Various raagas have been recognized to have
definite impact on certain ailments. (Sairam, 2004b)

What is Music therapy?
Music therapy is an interpersonal process in which the therapist uses music and all of its facets—
physical, emotional, mental, social, aesthetic, and spiritual—to help clients to improve or maintain their

Music therapy, an evidence-based allied health profession, is one of the alternative forms of
therapeutic treatment. It is the planned and creative use of music to attain and maintain health &
wellbeing. Individuals of any age and ability may benefit from music therapy intervention, regardless of
musical skill and background. Music therapy may address physical, psychological, emotional, cognitive,
and social needs with therapeutic relationships. It focuses on meeting therapeutic aims, which
distinguishes it from musical entertainment or musical education.
Music therapy is a controlled music experience that is used to facilitate positive change in human
behavior. Each session of music therapy is carefully planned, carried out, and evaluated to suit the
specific needs of each patient. Music therapy can include any of the following musical activities:
Listening to music and/or musical creation
Playing musical instruments (any instrument can be used)
Moving to music
Singing

Written by aparNaa jii diikSit ,
Counselling Psychologist and Music Therapist

health.

continued...
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MUSIC THERAPY IN
DIFFERENT WALKS OF LIFE
(CONTINUED...)
Who can benefit from Music therapy?
Each of us uses and benefits from the therapeutic qualities of music without even
realizing it!
Music therapy can be used in every stage of life - from birth to hospice:babyhood, childhood, adolescence, adulthood, old age, education, the health care
sector/hospitals, army/military, sports, workplace
Music therapy is used with individuals of all ages and with a variety of conditions,
including:
psychiatric disorders, medical problems, physical handicaps, sensory impairments,
developmental disabilities, substance abuse, communication disorders,
interpersonal problems, and aging

emotional needs including:
Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Cerebral Palsy, Downs Syndrome, Emotional
Behavioural Concerns, Communication Problems, Mental Health Problems,
Neurological Conditions, Physical Disabilities, Alzheimer's, Dementia, etc
It is also used to:
improve learning, build self-esteem, reduce stress, support physical exercise, and
facilitate a host of other health-related activities
“Music therapy” research all over the world time and again, has been showing proven
results of healing and it has been approved as an allied health profession. The
widespread current activity of Music therapy, around the world, validates its
effectiveness in well-being and should be promoted and more widely practiced.

Written by aparNaa jii diikSit ,
Counselling Psychologist and Music Therapist

Music therapy is used with children and adults with a wide range of developmental and
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Stand for religious minorities in baangladesh
hinduus in baangladesh are once again
the target of violence for simply being
hinduu. The violence escalated during
durgaa puujaa, and it continues to rage
on. Once again, these atrocities are
falling on deaf ears internationally.

On 24th October 2021, the hinduu
community of Sydney came together to
stand in solidarity for our fellow hinduus
who are suffering, helping to ensure that
our collective voice is heard loud and
clear.
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vijayadashami utsav
vijayadashami - a festival that celebrates the victory of good
over evil. However, to achieve this victory, we will first have
to step out of our comfort zone and do siimollanghan.
On October 24, 2021, HSS Sydney held its annual vijayadashami
utsav virtually. The event began with dhvajaarohaN.
vijayadashami utsav is an opportunity to exhibit the strengths of
HSS. Generally, kaaryakartas come together and demonstrate their
shaariirik capabilities. However, due to the challenges posed by
Covid-19 pandemic, shaariirik praatyakSik was not held this utsav.
But with every challenge comes opportunity. This year, HSS Sydney
decided to focus on its other strengths instead – the dedication of
its swayamsevikas, the determination of the yuva, and the discipline
and organising skills of its swayamsevaks. Consequently, following
dhvajaarohaN, reports on abhyaas varg, sakhi milan, newsletter
activities, sevaa activities, sankalp program and children’s camp
were presented. Only a strong resolve of the kaaryakartas could
make these events possible despite the Covid-19 pandemic.
The bauddhik activities followed next. subhaaSit and amRit-vacan
were presented, which were followed by vakta paricay and vaiyaktik
giit.
The udbodhan was done by shrii bipin jii sumant. He began by
commending the determination of HSS Sydney vibhaag
kaaryakartas who despite uncertainties continued the sangh work.
He also stated that vijayadashami utsav is the celebration of the
victory of good over evil.
However, to emerge victorious one must first have shakti (energy)
and saamarthya (will power) greater than that of the opposing
forces.
continued...
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Today, shakti and saamarthya have become the law of the world.
There is no room for weaknesses. But merely possessing these
qualities can be destructive and lead to trouble. Therefore, they
must always be accompanied by shiila (morality).
In the present times, shakti is manifested as unity. But why do we
need to unite?
Now, more than ever, the world needs the hinduu way of life. Only a
life based on hinduu value systems can establish world peace.
Naturally, the responsibility falls on us hinduus to lead the way.
Therefore, we must come together and unite.
RSS was founded for this very cause. It aims at uniting and
organising hinduus by building character and training yuva to work
together. This is nothing but energizing the youth or providing
shakti. RSS also aims at bringing out the lion within them by
reminding them of their true potential (saamarthya) and also
teaching the importance of morality (shiila), without which shakti
and saamarthya can create chaos.
Today, every shaakha follows a simple sangh suutra – come together,
meet each other, understand one another and learn to work
together selflessly. shaakhas are nothing but centers where yuva can
evolve into selfless and thoughtful kaaryakartas with good character.
bipin jii ended the udbodhan insisting that everyone must do
siimolanghan to kill the raavaN within. This can only be done by
going to shaakha regularly, taking more responsibilities, and
achieving higher goals.

vijayadashami utsav is an opportunity to display our true
shakti and remind ourselves of our true saamarthya.
Following the bauddik activities, ghoSaNaa was done announcing
responsibilities for the upcoming year. suucanaa on swayamsevaks
returning to the ground was also presented.
The utsav ended with praarthanaa and dhvajaavarthan.
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chaTh puujaa
On November 10, 2021, a section of the population in bhaarat and around the globe
performed chaTh puujaa. This four-day festival closely follows diipaavalii and is
celebrated on a large scale with the whole community joining in. The festival aims at
promoting health, happiness, and prosperity for all beings.
Unique to the Indian states of bihaar, jhaarkhaND, eastern uttar pradesh, and also
Nepal, chaTh puujaa is a vedic festival that is dedicated to the sun. On this occasion,
suurya and chaThi maiyaa (sister of suurya) are worshipped as a source of light, energy,
and life force. During this festival, devotees observe vrat or fast and are called vrati.
Traditionally this festival is celebrated twice a year, once in summer and again in
winter. chaTh puujaa done in April is commonly known as caiti chaTh and is celebrated
a few days after holii. The kaartik chaTh is celebrated six days after diipaavalii during
the months of October/November.
chaTh means six in hindii and as this festival is celebrated on the sixth day of the
hinduu month of kaartika, it is thus named.
Significance of chaTh puujaa
There are many stories about the origin of chaTh puujaa. It is said that this puujaa was
first performed by suurya putra karN who ruled over the anga desh (bhaagalpur in
bihaar) during the mahaabhaarat era. It is also believed that draupadii and the paanDavs
too performed this puujaa to regain their lost kingdom.
Legend says that the sages of that age used this method to restrain from consuming
food and gain energy directly from sun rays.
The rituals of chaTh puujaa
chaThi maiyaa, commonly known as uSaa, is worshipped during this puujaa. The chaTh
festival involves several rituals, which are considerably harsher when compared to
other hinduu festivals.
These usually involve taking dips in rivers, strict fasting (one cannot even sip water),
chanting mantras, facing the sun for long periods of time, and also offering prasaad at
sunrise and sunset.
The mantras chanted while worshipping the sun are from the ancient Rig veda texts.
The chaTh prasaad too is traditionally prepared with rice, wheat, fresh fruit, nuts,
jaggery, coconut, and lots of ghee. Using salt, onion and garlic are completely avoided.
Scientific aspects of chaTh puujaa
chaTh puujaa is performed on the riverbanks at sunrise and sunset. It is scientifically
proven that sun rays carry the lowest level of ultraviolet radiation at these hours. It is
also a known fact that sun rays are extremely important for our health and well-being.
Adding to these benefits is the vrat. Fasting during the festival helps in detoxing our
bodies and eliminating negative energies, thereby purifying us from within.
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makara sankraantii
THE FESTIVAL OF THE SUN DIETY
makara sankraantii is a hinduu festival celebrated in the hinduu month of maagha. The day
marks the commencement of the Sun's northward movement. On this day, the Sun
changes its course and enters the makara raashii (the Capricorn constellation). The
festival follows the solar calendar, which closely aligns with the Gregorian calendar. This
year, the festival falls on 14 January, 2022.

THE SOCIO-CULTURAL CELEBRATION
In bhaarat, the festival is celebrated with different names – makarasankraantii, pouSa
sankraantii, uttaraayaNa, pongal, maaghii (preceded by lohrii), maagha bihuu, shishuur
sankraat, and so on. Internationally, it is celebrated as maaghe sankraantii (Nepal),
songkran (Thailand), thingyan (Myanmar), and mohan songkran (Cambodia). Although the
festival has different names, the essence of celebration is the same – the warmth of
love and fellow-feeling among the people of a country that ultimately makes them
stand up in unison in adversity or in prosperity. sankraantii is celebrated by distributing
a sweet made of ‘tiiL’ (sesame) and ‘guuL’ (jaggery). The sesame, brimming with fragrant
and delicious oil signifies friendship and camaraderie, while the jaggery signifies
sweetness in speech and behavior. Fraternity among people ensures a spirit of selfless
service amongst fellow countrymen, and without fraternity, the precepts of ‘equality’
and ‘liberty’ lose their meaning. Fraternity acts as the lubricant that helps the machine
of the nation work smoothly without friction.

THE INTELLECTUAL ILLUMINATION
With the Sun’s northward movement, the days in the northern hemisphere become
longer, while the nights become shorter. sankraantii signifies light, symbolising
intellectual illumination – the ability to discriminate between right and wrong, just and
unjust, true and false, and virtue and vice. This discriminative wisdom – viveka – leads an
individual on the path of self-illumination and happiness. In the mahaabhaarata is a verse
that defines the pursuit of truth and real knowledge as that which leads to the welfare of
all living beings.

FROM DARKNESS INTO LIGHT
sankraantii, the festival of the Sun deity, who brings light to the world, signifies the
awakening from darkness into light. As dawn brings light, a man arises from sleep and
begins the day full of mental, physical, and intellectual activities. Vigor, vitality, and
efforts replace reluctance, laziness, and sluggishness. The hinduu philosophy has
eulogized human endeavor as a supreme value without which nothing worthwhile can
be achieved in life.

continued...
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The very last shloka of bhagavad giita also highlights the supreme necessity of the human efforts in every field of human
attainment:

sreemad bhagavad giita, 18.78

CALL FOR THE AWAKENING
makara sankramaNa gives the call for the awakening of all
these latent powers in man not only for the flowering of his
individual personality to its fullest unfoldment but also for the
well-being and glory of society as a whole. Is it a mere
coincidence that yugapuruS swamii vivekaananda took birth on
the day of makara sankraantii on 12 January, 1863? He went
on to give the message to mankind, “Arise, awake, and stop
not until your goal is achieved!”, which is an inspiration from a
shloka ‘uttiShtThata jaagrata praapya varannibodhata” from the
kaThopaniSat. It was his message to the world to get out of
their hypnotized state of mind, to awaken their ‘sleeping soul’
and propagate the message of peace and blessings given by
the ‘ancient Mother’ to the world. ‘Awake’ also denotes the
awakening of one's real nature and the consequent ushering
in prosperity. His life is an inspiring indication of the passing
of the long night of self-oblivion and the birth of an effulgent
era of resurgent hindutva.

SIGNIFICANCE IN HSS
The sublime significance of makara sankraanti is wholeheartedly propagated in HSS as well. At its crux, makara sankraanti
marks a time of change and therefore is a period wherein shaakhaas revisit plans and make amends so that the ensuing
months are successfully realigned in the objective.

ALIGNMENT WITH NATURE
Synchronizing one of their greatest festivals with an extremely meaningful and regular phenomenon of nature speaks of
an innate quality of alignment with the nature of the hinduus. They look upon themselves as children of Mother Nature
and strive to sip her auspicious milk of bounty in all fields, and seek to unfold all the qualities of their body, the mind and
the heart. In short, makara sankraantii embodies the ardent prayer of every hinduu heart –

The content is inspired by this article on the HSS UK website and other resources on the internet.
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giita

mana me param vijaya vishwaasa

chale nirantar cintana manthana,
chale nirantar athaka prayaasa.
maa vasudhaa kii sevaa me ho,

May the churning of thoughts continue unabated.
May the untiring efforts continue unabated.
May every breath of my life be offered in the service of

apane jiivana kaa hara shwaasa. _o_

mother earth.

mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.
mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.

The conviction of ultimate victory is unflinching in
my thoughts.

shiila manuja kii parama shakti hai,

Good character is the greatest strength of man. Let us

nitya usiikaa karen nikhaar,

hone it every day.

jiivana kaa hara anga sanvaare,

May every aspect of life be improved; let us always

karate rahen samagra vichaara.

think from a complete perspective.

prakaTaayenge isa dharatii para,

We will establish on this earth, firmly based on

dharma adhiSThita sukhada vikaasa. _1_

(dharma) righteous principles, progress that brings

mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.
mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.

happiness to one and all.

eka diipa se jale duusaraa,

The conviction of ultimate victory is unflinching in
my thoughts.
Light another lamp with one that is lit, and thus

bane shRunkhalaa jyoti ananta.

create an unending row of radiance.

hindu dharma kii rakSaa karate,

In the protection of hindu dharma are countless

agaNita yoddhaa anagina santa.

warriors and innumerable saints.

vishwadharaa para phira se hogaa,

Once again, this planet earth will be illuminated in

dharmateja kaa puurNa prakaasha. _2_

mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.
mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.
yugayuga me hamane chaahaa hai,

the full glow and resplendence of righteousness
(dharma).

The conviction of ultimate victory is unflinching in
my thoughts.
In every age, we have aspired for the betterment of the

saarii jagatii kaa kalyaaNa.

entire universe.

anagina darshana pantha anekon,

There have been many paths to find ultimate fulfillment

shraddhaa se saba kaa sammaana.

and many traditions,

sajjana shaktii karen sangaThita,

all of which are respected with reverence. By

haranaa hai janajana kaa traasa. _3_

organizing and unifying the good forces of the world

mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.
mana me parama vijaya vishwaasa.

we must eradicate the suffering of each being.

The conviction of ultimate victory is unflinching in
my thoughts.
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subhaaSita rasaasvaada
अनेकसंशयोच्छेदि, परोक्षार्थस्य दर्शकम् ।
सर्वस्य लोचनं शास्त्रं, यस्य नास्त्यन्ध एव सः ॥
aneka-saMshayo_chchhedi, paroksha_arthasya darshakam |
sarvasya locanam shaastram, yasya naastyandha eva saH ||
IT BLASTS MANY
DOUBTS, FORESEES
WHAT IS NOT OBVIOUS |
SCIENCE IS THE EYE OF
EVERYONE, ONE WHO
HASN'T GOT IT, IS
( LIKE A ) BLIND ||
It would come as a surprise to many that unlike Europe, where there

The

was constant friction between religion and science, in bhaarata

diapers, and many other views of so-called experts. That is not

both went together for eons.

the fault of science, but of scientists and big corporates.

Here, in the opening chapter of hitopadesha, the king who was on a

If we have a doubt, and science has uncovered it thus far, then

morning stroll along the river, hears some students reciting their

the doubts are blasted, cleared, and settled quickly. Else, some

homework early in the morning. It shows the importance of shaastra,

more research can be effected and the doubts can again be

science, fields of study. shaastra is a field of science, study like -

blasted. Well, not for some chronic doubters! Because as they say,

rasaayana-shaastra

there is no medicine for doubt :)

artha-shaastra

(chemistry),

(economics,

khagola-shaastra

politics),

(astronomy),

chhanda-shaastra

(study

same

goes

for

formula/powder

milk

for

babies,

synthetic

of

verses, meter, poetry), naaTya-shaastra (dramatics, theatre). Some

And what about prophecy? Fore-telling future? Well, science can

classics works are called xyz-suutra. These are part of the shaastra,

tell us the results of some things without having to do it every

but are composed in form of tight formulae, yoga-suutra, chhanda-

time. E.g. if we chop off the trees for urban development, the

sutra.

of

local climate will change. Science is used to guide our social

science, which shows they were highly developed, their importance

policies and how it will impact our future. It can foresee our path

was very well accepted socially.

of success or doom! That we rarely ever care about that, is a

So,

not

only

were

there,

names

for

various

branches

different story. :)
Science, the unbiased pursuit of truth, is the only path to find facts.
These could be hard sciences with labs and apparatus, or they

This science is the true eye of people. Those who merely think of

could be soft sciences like the study of society, mind, behavior,

the physical eye, like the eye, are blind. They cannot infer from the

intuition, philosophy. Science ultimately is only the method, not the

lessons of the past, can't see the future and the far-reaching

field. One must be a bit careful today about science. Because of

effects of their present/current deeds.

multi-million-dollar funding, many times facts of science (truths) are
hidden, released at 'appropriate' times. e.g. Phillip Morris knew of

There are many examples of science found scattered in texts of

the addictive nature of nicotine (science), but they distorted it, hid

samskRita.

it (incomplete picture of science).

improving his/her learning of samskRita.

A

serious

student

of

sciences

cannot

go

past
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makar sankraantii

Across:
1. The harvest festivals in India are celebrated
in this month.
5. An underground stem, the ground powder is
used in Indian cooking.
8. Zodiac sign with the symbol of the horned
goat.
9. Livestock.
10. Hindu harvest festivals give thanks to this
deity.
11. Small seed used to make sweets for
Sankranti
13. A dark hard sugar used to make sweets for
many Hindu festivals.

Down:
2. The practice of growing crops and managing
livestock.
3. Colourful designs made on the floor outside
homes.
4. Date when night and day are of equal duration.
6. One of the oldest living religions in the world,
also known as Sanatana Dharma.
7. Grain or seed of a grass which is a staple food in
India.
12. Winter crop
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HSS SYDNEY MAHAANAGAR
SHAAKHAA LIST

Contact us
sydney@hssaus.org
https://sydney.hssaus.org/
https://twitter.com/hss_sydney
https://www.facebook.com/hinduswayamsevaksanghsydney
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